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"Only you, the follower of the Way right now before my eyes listening to
my discourse, [only you] enter fire and are not burned, enter water and are not
drowned, enter the three hells as though strolling in a pleasure garden, enter the
realms of the hungry ghosts and the beasts without suffering their fate.    How can
this be? There are no dharmas to be disliked."

Finally today we come to the end of this dai-sesshin with which we are

opening our period of seichu practice.    Yesterday I spoke about this scripture that

in Japanese we call the Kegon Sutra, Kegon-kyo, in Chinese, the Hua-yen, in San-

skrit the original name was the  Avatamsaka Sutra.    When this sutra was trans-

lated  from Sanskrit  into  Chinese,  there  were  two translations  made,  one  with

eighty chapters and another one with sixty.

In the eighty-chapter translation of the Avatamsaka Sutra occurs a very fa-

mous phrase in Chinese, which is, if you want to know all the buddhas, then con-

template the nature of the dharmadatu, the nature of the cosmos.    By nature of

the cosmos we mean that activity, that doing, that creates the universe.    If you are

the person that has manifested the wisdom that knows that activity, then you un-

derstand that all the buddhas are merely manifestations of that same mind doing.

That activity that forms all things is called  dharmata'  in Sanskrit, which

means the dharma nature.    When we say nature, we mean the activity that is re-



sponsible for all of phenomena, in other words, what we refer to from a personi-

fied perspective in terms of human understanding [as] heart,  or mind, or con-

sciousness.    

The heart does the activity called heart, the mind does the activity called

mind, and in doing so produces a body.    The dharma nature, the nature of all phe-

nomena, has as its body this universe of all phenomena.      This activity of the

dharma manifests innumerable, uncountable buddhas.    If we call the activity of

the dharma or the state of the source stage 1, then stage 1 manifests the body

called 1.    

Of course by source what we mean is a state of completeness, and that

state of completeness manifests without the tiniest will or desire; it is absolutely

effortless and spontaneous.    It's no easy thing to really manifest the wisdom that

understands the effortlessness, the no-will and no-desire nature of the dharma [...].

Because the nature of all things is an activity, that activity never fixates it-

self, but constantly moves forward to manifest one new state after another: 3, 4, 5,

6, 7, 8, 9, like that.    The activity of the dharma, therefore, could be described as

the process of evolution in the sense that it is constantly manifesting a new self, a

new state.    But the process of evolution has a natural limit point, and when it

reaches that natural limit point, then there is no need to evolve any further.    What

we mean by the state of salvation is that state wherein there is no longer any need

to live anymore.    The activity of evolution, that is to say, the process of life, has

been carried to its furthest point. Because that state is a state wherein there is no

need to evolve any further, we refer to it as the ultimately large, in other words,



the great cosmos itself.    

The question may well arise, what about the intermediate stages, stages 3,

4, 5, 6, 7, etc.    In some sense they're not real, they're not the universe.    One may

well be confused about that.    But the fact is that stage 2, 3, 4, because they are all

manifestations of the same source, [they] are all equally complete.    I've explained

over and over again, the great universe itself, or stage number 50, or stage number

3, whatever, because they are all the body of the activity of suchness, they are all

equal.

Does the activity tarry?    Does it get attached at the ultimately large ex-

tent?    Absolutely there is no tarrying, there is no fixation.    Immediately the con-

verse activity, the activity of contraction, the minus, the female activity, the fe-

male activity that makes female, that activity takes the initiative and moves back

to the source.    Both conditions, both the condition of ultimate expanse and the

condition of ultimate collapse, are states of complete self.    Both the ultimately

large self and the ultimately small self are complete, but they are, of course, dif-

ferent.    They're the same zero, but one's big and one's small.

Who would think such thoughts as these anyway?    Of course it would be

a self, and by self we mean that which arises in between two states of complete-

ness.    For example, as the activity of the source is going from state number 1 to

state number 2, there would arise in the interstices, the intermediate situation, an

incomplete self that would think about things like this.    

I've explained many times, when we consider the nature of the source we

are inevitably led to consider that it must consist of two activities oppositely di-



rected.    You can call them plus and minus, if you wish, or you can call them by

the Sanskrit names tatha-gata , the thus going, and tatha-a'gata , the thus coming.

These two activities do their activity at the source, which could be described as a

self-contained private room wherein there are just those two activities.    We have

to manifest the wisdom that can clearly comprehend the effortlessness of the ac-

tivity of the source creating its unique world.    

Inevitably the two doings that are the source will eventually come into

contrast and then manifest complete separation.    When they separate, as I've ex-

plained so many times, it's at that time that we sentient beings come into exis-

tence.    According to the teachings of Buddhism, at first, when we're little, we

don't understand, but we eventually mature to the point to understand how we

were born.    We were born when the activit[ies] of going and coming separated.

In their separation, we received both of these activities and, by receiving them, we

were born in between these two activities.    I think that every religion must teach

how we come into existence, isn't that right?    I don't know why it is, but there

seem to be a lot of teachings that don't match the fundamental principle of things.

As we grow and evolve and learn, we must come to understand more and more

clearly the nature of our birth process.    That's our responsibility.    

At the time of the historical Buddha, Prince Siddhartha Gautama, there

were many teachings, and so I imagine there were a lot of different theories as to

how birth occurs; but they didn't satisfy the Buddha to be.    The Buddha under-

stood that the principle that is behind birth must be the same principle that is be-

hind the universe itself, and the same principle that is behind our human lives;



therefore he sought to discover that principle.    So what I would ask from you in

your practice in this seichu period is [to] produce that intention, that emotion, that

will lead you to understand this most fundamental of principles, the principle that

underlies both the universe and ordinary human life.    

If, at the moment of birth, one were to be complete, then one wouldn't

need to eat or take a shower.    Why do we have to take a shower?    Why do we

have to eat food?    It's because we are incomplete beings.    In other words, when

we say that we are incomplete, it means that we do not have totally as our content

both the activity of life and death, and therefore we are at the mercy of the activi-

ties of life and death.    Because of having incomplete life-death activity as our

content, we have to eat and go to the bathroom.    

But when we totally make as our content, when we utterly become and in-

ternalize, the totality of both the activity of life and the activity of death, then we

are no longer at the mercy of life and death, we no longer need to function with

will.     I explained yesterday how, inevitably, one will come to a place wherein

there is no longer any need to do the activity called life.    But when that complete-

ness is reached through the activity of life, it's not the activity of life alone that is

there.    The activity of death has accompanied the activity of life, and it is because

they are both present that there is the completeness.    

When the ultimate has been reached in the process of life, then the activity

of life takes a rest.      When the activity of life rests, then the activity of death

wakes up and begins the converse movement, the return to the source.    The state

that comes about by having reached completeness in the expansive activity of life



could be referred to as heaven, or, in the Buddhist parlance, having attained the

Pure Land.    In other words, it is salvation.    What do we mean by this?    We

mean the state wherein all buddhas are one's content, in other words, all things are

one's content.    

In  contrast  to  salvation,  the  state  of  a  complete  self  that  comes  about

through having died so much that there is no more dying that needs to be done, in

other words, the state that comes about by the minus reaching the ultimate minus,

accompanied, of course, by the plus, that state is referred to as liberation.    

Inevitably beings experience both of these states, the state of being saved

and the state of being liberated, liberated from oneself.     Real human peace of

mind can only come about when one knows these two experiences, the experience

of having gained who one really is, having gained oneself, the experience of sal-

vation, and the experience of becoming free from oneself, the experience of liber-

ation.    The wisdom that understands this process, that arises within a self that un-

derstands that the process that forms the universe and the process that is forming

the self are the same process, that wisdom we call maha prajna, maha, the great,

pra,  forth,  jna,  knowing, the great knowing forth,  or the great spiritual intelli-

gence.

In zazen we say that you should kombo, the Japanese word is kombo, [to]

which the closest English translation might be to contemplate.    You should con-

template what you are.    Contemplate what you are means contemplate the nature

of  your  moment-by-moment  process,  and  then  you  will  understand  that  that

process and the universal process are the same doing.    If you contemplate this,



then you will be able, with crystal clarity, to see how you are born from the activ-

ity of dharma and how you return to the activity of dharma to be hidden within the

activity of dharma.

What we're asking you to do is clearly and without mistake, in an unmis-

taken way, manifest the wisdom that actually can see the ongoing process, the

process whereby the pure doing inevitably gives rise to a body, a universe, and

how, within that universe, the selves are born and return.    Then you'll understand

that the same principle underlies both being the observer and being the observed.

You'll understand that the observed is observing and the observer is observed; in

other words, you'll be able to have the experience of self gazing directly on self.

This is very important for us humans.    

This is what Rinzai is talking about when he says, Just you, only you, the

one that now is listening before my eyes to this discourse.    When you look at a

flower, you're being seen by the flower.    When a man looks at a beautiful woman,

he's being looked at back by that woman.    When a beautiful woman looks at a

handsome boy, she's being looked at back by the handsome boy.    That's why we

have to keep up our personal appearances.    People that don't keep up their per-

sonal appearances are worthless.

You understand the nature of the self  then.      It's  not enough just  to be

saved.    You also have to become liberated, free from yourself.    There are many

religions, and many of them are wonderful, but many of them seem to have a ten-

dency to leave out the aspect of liberation and emphasize only the aspect of salva-

tion.    If you don't have a teaching that allows you to be liberated from yourself,



then inevitably there are going to be problems at the human level.

The same principle holds with respect to human culture in general.    We

can  interpret  civilization  to  mean  that  which  makes  our  human  lives  easier.

That's fine, from that perspective civilization is fine.    But the fact is that there is

no way that you can fixate and hold onto the state of being comfortable.    Unless

your religion allows you to get free from the comfortable self, we can't really call

it a true religion. 

Because civilization has allowed us to be so comfortable, we really have

to be grateful for it, but there is a lack in our contemporary civilization.    It fails to

give us a way to become free from the comfortable self.    Civilization evolves ev-

erywhere on the planet, makes things easier for us, but also, conversely, becomes

a present source of suffering observable in the world.    When  you  clearly

manifest the wisdom whereby you understand what is meant by self gazing on

self, then you will also have manifested the wisdom that understands that every-

thing comes from the same source and returns to that source.    What Rinzai is say-

ing in this source is that what is observed and what observes comes from the same

source, and this source is ceaseless change and movement and activity; but be-

cause it never ceases to change, it is eternal, and therefore that is a true self.

It's no small achievement to manifest the wisdom that can understand this,

but it is an incomparably more challenging achievement to actually live it.    Yet

Rinzai says there's nothing difficult about any of this;    we're constantly seeing

ourselves and being seen by ourselves.    

Rinzai, using these sort of Chinese idiom expressions, says that such a self



can walk into fire without being burned.    When we come near to a fire and we

have the experience of feeling saved by the warmth of the fire, what does that

mean, to feel the warmth of the fire?    It means to make a relationship with the

heat.    If you were to make a complete relationship with the heat, what would that

be like?    The state of the source would appear, right?    In other words, a zero self

would arise that had no need to think hot versus cold.    

When you contact water, you take a drink, your thirst is quenched, you ex-

perience salvation.    How?    By making a relationship with wetness.    What kind

of self would come about if you made a complete relationship with water, where

you became the water and the water became you.    You would manifest a source

self that [would]n't need to think.    

Along the same lines, Rinzai talks about not having to fear the three kinds

of hells, or birth as hungry ghosts or [in] the lower animal realms.    If a person is

attached to self and cannot manifest the state that Rinzai is talking about, then

they'll have all sorts of theories as to what he's saying.    It's fine to come up with

sound theories.    Good theories, sound ideas, are needed in day-to-day life, but

what sanzen is about is the complete letting go of the incomplete self and so,

when you come into sanzen and have something intelligent to say, I want to say,

Give me a break!

When you contact heat, you manifest a saved self when you go, Haaaah!

When you jump in the cool pond, again you're saved.    When you encounter heat,

when you jump in the pool, are figuring out the nature of God and the devil?    Do

you have anything intelligent to say about the nature of self at that instant?    How



many times have I asked you?    Give me a break!    When you look at a flower,

where is the self?    You say such clever, interesting things, having totally forgot-

ten looking at the flower.    Gee, is that right?

Just become totally passionate looking at the flower, just that!    When you

look at a beautiful woman, all you have to do is passionately be involved in the

pure doing of looking.    You forget where you are dwelling and come up with out-

rageous theories as to where you live.    When you look at a flower, there is just

the doing called gazing at the flower.    When you drink beer, there is just the ac-

tivity of drinking.    You don't need any help from God or the Buddha.    You are

not the victim of the devil either.    

Subject and object have come together effortlessly, spontaneously, as part

of the nature of things.    You don't have to be afraid when you just do the activity

of the hungry ghost, when you just do the activity of the animal.    You are not suf-

fering the karma of those states.    You will inevitably experience the complete and

total karmic consequence; in other words, you're going to be saved, inevitably.

Just as inevitably, you're going to be liberated, freed from yourself.    But you can't

experience yourself being saved if, while you're looking at the flower, you're com-

ing up with all sorts of farty theories.    

Why is it that people cannot experience salvation and liberation when they

look at the flower?    It's because of having likes and dislikes.    In other words,

they've fixated the self and, as I point out time and time again, is not fixate the

self.    

One whole week of translating, I want to thank my translator.      Please,



thank him for me.                                                                                    

    


